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Dear hare*, 

I'm trying to reform my waye, trying to sleep a bit longer. The limited success gives me too little time to do any real work befote I have to awaken 'nil. While I was shaving something that has been on ey mind since my hasty response to your recent letter came to mind again. 'o, this is off the top of the head on that, not intended as even inferred criticism of you, for it is not. I am, instead, intending a general addressing of a general situation that has come to pass, I'm certain in the eyes of other with me in the role of the wrong one. 

It is, of course, right and proper that thosie who develop material have the right to reserve its literary use for themselves. This has beau .ene Of our oldest and more serious )roblems. Too mew do, not respect thii right. It 4s therefore also right that when they pais it on they'ask and be able to depend upoh its being held in confidence. 

I find selective use of this by some. *cause Iintend no personal attack I avoid names. I want you to kiaow of a couple ofeinfoxunate consequencesof too-selective sharing of such 1ihot" stuff. And I begin by telling you that there is one of us:.to whom, on several oftesionet  I  bave Offered confidential information oniteto be told that it could not be accepted on that basid, it haying becomeeimposeible for. that, 	.distinguish between ewhat:MOStbellaintaided in confidence end:what need not be. The real.reasene I was then and temeie convinced, is the eubcounadious desire of that person not to know that which was uncongenial to a prejudice and a preconception. That person hLd taken a firm and fixed position and would coasidiee nothing in contradiction to it. 

One case was the faker Formau, of Wisconsin, and.his elaborate"atudy" of the neck wound, all based upon the spurious "work" of Thompsone.theepost uninhibited of the plagiarizers, unoritioally accepted by one of us who should have known better. This Forman's work was unknown to me until Al Osor showed it to no in N.O., and I was aghast that they accepted it as gospel. The pictures were and are impressive in their lomitee legitimate application, but as I recall it, eoee of the rest is dependable and none survived may hasty exemination. How-ever, by thatetiee, 40,-  who also ,eschews thy:. real work and hap the most limited factual knowledge, had a1;e4YV-06d  it fen bippeief*AdspeRelleck'seleUrt,in Washington. Nyethe time I could tell him:it:4E0 was: 	andeh0-***hUng on Aieean. If yeuhaven't: rear the transcript, take it from ea he was a disaster in court. That case, SuietoriOelly, remains an important thing fete*, I was able toeeavelt,by givibg my:own work away. But-Forman was,enetregant animated disaster.'Thie oneeeee ought suffice to rake my point. There are others if you want theme 

Now with regard to fat titer, to the best Of my knowledge I am the only one to have undertaken to counter him in the only way that can't hurt us. This is part of the Cyril intent to apply. which proceeded my visit with you. ; think I than discuseed with you pat of my reasons for deep apprehension over this, one it was not for anyone, like my being devoted the the Kennedys, which is not the case, but for our own interest in truth as a reality not some spurious concept of purism. It is no longer, in my view, a boon to eater the Warren Report is not true. I know no serious-minded Person who believes otherwise today. At the tine I expressed my apprehension, which is perheee a year:After ; developed it, I wrote a nueber of critics and spoke to others, in aleost all cases aekine people to think this thing through, to see if they could find danger in it for us, find the obfuscating rather than tee developing of truth. r.eo this day, with the exception of young Howard, who began opeosing me than thought it through and came around to my point of view, not one has. With Loser, it was face to face, and I could ask him questions for him to answ:r, so I was not doing what I think it important to avoid, iheosine my view on him. 1 thin all of the is too important for persuasion. We must al  do independent thinking. None of us has e, monopoly on truth or error. 

Not only did I get no dialogue going with a yore but worse, those who knew I was working 



in opeosition to what I knew was peeling and after Lattimu-raised his kedusa's head, 
no single critic sent me anything from files on him. We all had files on him. One had 
a particularly valuable file of correspondence, for in it he had disclosed of himself what 
he did not in his correspondence with me. 

Now it happens that I was in correspondence and in other touch with a number of people. 
The ultimate effect has yet to be established, but I know this: things would have been a 
hell of a lot worse had it not been for my efforts. Whither it can or will continue 
indefinitel„, I have no way of :renewing, but the s,cond evil that was in the works has not 
yet come to pass. Aore importantly, I wee writing to those of influence, those who could 
have done something, and I was thus not able to communicate this information about Lattimer. 
This was not then important for my writing, but it was important for other things, like 
preventing more harm, and I was first of all, too long delayed in getting it land then 
got it only by accident) and what I regard as more dubiouss, not sent it by the one who 
had it to make what I was doing more difficult if not impossible.. And this ina person 
decision of what its eight and wrong, not aftet discussion and consideration, not after 
thought aboutwhat it hapeened I alone knew, but on a person, Godly decision of omniscience. 

Ws will here to await the ultimate unravelling of time. I knoe of other things pe 
pending. They will not, no matter what form they take, uncover what we do not know. They 
have the potential for hurting as. I am also aware of the gradual forming of what to no 
is a strange alliance. I am.  doing nothing about,it and intend doing nothing. I am having 
taLdep less and less about preVeating-tbe"stupidities-ofothere, for I could seend all my 
time that way and still accomplish nothing. I have wasted too much time that way in the 

past. If I still do some, it is over decreasing. 

So, what I am telling you is that with a little thought I have reached ny own conclusions 
about your source and the purpose of swearing you to secrecy you must respect. If it is 
from a recognized critic, I think on your end, when I am the only one of us to have done 
the- work in that area that ' have done, you might be-asking yourself what legitimate end 
is served by not sharing that knowledge with me. And this is quite separate from how it 
was developed. 

Understand, I am not asking for it. Especially under the circumstances do I not want it. 
Nor am I suggesting any criticism of you ferpreserving that confidence. I am addreseiag.  
other thiags,I hope are clear enough. our general situatien,:its poteetiele and how this 
fierce, irrational competitiveness,eeften jealoaey,-Whetheror not so eecognized, cripples 
all of us. I am reminded of Sylvia's refusal to hear in confidence What I could tell her of.  
Thornley on the ground that she could no lengerremembet whit had to be kept in confidence, 
he giving him money to defend himself agaieset Garrison, and her quite accurate response to 
me when I complained that rather than use it in his defense, he was using it as a means of 
attacking me within the ciritical community. This is the fact. It did much harm and took 
much time, esp. because Litton still had him in tow and was doing his dirty work. She said 
how she spends her konoy is her affAir. That is absolutely true. But when we spend money 
intending; it for good purposes and finding it used for harmful end, we AA introduce moral 
and ethical questions that also ought be faced. I don't think it is purism or truth or the 
quest for truth to assume that if Garrison says yea the answer or the reality is no. I 
don't think this is the most rudimentary use of the mind. Thornloy is good or bad, right 
or wrong, quite separately from whatever one may oreeey not think of Garrison. 

It is time to get on with the day. "11 is up. breakfast is almost ready, and there are 
other things to do. Ply apologies if the typing; is worse than usual. I wound an IX, ribbon 
on the spools of thisliermee, for which it was never intended. It is a bit broad and stiff, 
so it hangs and :then I do look to see if I lavemaee an error, the hanging ribbon blocks it. 
When you are in touch with Buck, give him my best...I Guess there li/lgers is me an unrecognized 
Unhapeiness about the attitude reflected by Arch, who also has every right to spend or not 
spend his coney as he sees fit. But I don't think it will do any of us or our work any geed. 
You need not engaged in a dialogue on this, unless you want to. ply purpose is not to take you 
time when you have so many probelms. Best regards, 


